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Pop Up Card with 

Butterflies 

 

Cardstock Pieces: 
8” x 8” Rose Red cardstock 

(3) 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” Whisper White cardstock 

3-1/2” x 1” Striped DSP 

4” x 1” Sahara Sand Dots DSP 

Scrap Whisper White cardstock 

Scrap Bermuda Bay cardstock 

 

Instructions: 
1. Score Rose Red cardstock at 4”, turn and score 

at 4” again. Cut along the middle score line and 

score on a diagonal as shown in the diagram. 

2. Pull the bottom right fourth of the square over 

on top of the bottom left fourth and adhere to 

create a diagonal cross section of a box.  



3. On the white squares: 

a. Create “faux” clouds with the scallop circle punchout. 

Hold it near the bottom of the cardstock and sponge 

with Bermuda Bay ink around the edge. Move the 

scallop circle and sponge again, working from bottom 

to top until the cardstock is filled with areas of white 

and sponged blue. Using the Flight of the Butterfly 

stamp set, stamp butterfly trail in Rose Red ink. 

Adhere stamped and punched butterfly with a 

Stampin’ Dimensional. (Stamp and Punch TWO 

butterflies with Sahara Sand ink (stamped off) and 

Rose Red ink on the white scrap paper). Note: When 

you adhere this square to the card, only put adhesive 

on the top half so the bottom portion can pull out and 

fold flat with the card. Put adhesive on the Rose Red 

diagonal fold to make sure the adhesive goes only 

where it needs to be. 

b. Stamp a collage of butterflies and flowers. Start with the large outline butterfly in 

Rose Red ink and then fill in empty space with the small bold butterfly in Sahara 

Sand ink and lastly, the small blue flower in Bermuda Bay ink. 

c. Adhere the strip of striped Thoroughly Modern Designer Series Paper to the bottom 

of the square. Stamp greeting from Full of Life in Rose Red ink. 

4. On the front, adhere the polka dot DSP about 1” from the bottom of the card. Punch a 1-3/8” 

Circle from Bermuda Bay cardstock. Adhere the second stamped and punched butterfly with 

a Stampin’ Dimensional on the circle. Adhere ribbon around the front and back of the card. 

Use a Stampin’ Dimensional to add the butterfly circle over the ribbon. 
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